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SUMMARY 

We propose a predictor for one step ahead observation of the statistical linear model 
with an error of the first-order stationary autoregressive process from the viewpoint of 
the generalized least squares estimation. The predictor is constructed by making use of 
an estimator of the autoregressive parameter based on the past observations of the process. 
We give an expansion up to 0(1/T) for the prediction mean squared error of our predictor 
and show that this expansion coincides with that of the predictor with an estimator of 
autoregressive parameter which is independent of the past observations. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Consider a model, 

* This research for Y. Toyooka is supported in part by the Ministry of Education of 
Japan under "Shorei" A57740120. 
AMS 1970 subject classifications: Primary 62Fl0 secondary 62}10. 
Key words and phrases: Expansion of prediction error, GLSE, Linear model with an 
autoregressive process. 
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t=l, 2, ... 
(1.1) 

Ut=8Ut-1 +st t=···, -1,0,1, ···, 

where {yt} is a sequence of observable random variables, {xt} a sequence of p
dimensional fixed variate explanatory vectors, fi a p-dimensional vector of unknown 
parameters, {st} a sequence of independently identically normally distributed random 
variables with mean zeros and finite variances a2 for all t and() an autoregressive 
parameter with 181 <l. In this model {ut} is a stationary ergodic first-order auto
regressive process. 

The problem is to predict one step ahead observation Yr+1 when Y1i Y2, · · ·, Yr 

are observed. For this purpose we rewrite the model (1.1) in the matrix notation 

y=Xfi+u, (1. 2) 

where y=(Yi. Y2, ···,Yr)', X=(Xi, X2, · · ·, xr)' and u=(u1, U2, · · ·, ur)'. Further we 
define the variance-covariance matrix of u and serial covariance vector of u and 
Ur+1 as follows, 

V(8) = E(uu') 

and 

v(8)=E(ur+1U). 

For simplicity, we assume that X is of full rank for all T with T~p. Further
more we assume that each element of Xt is bounded in t. 

In order to construct a predictor of Yr+1. first, we consider the best linear 
unbiased predictor (BLUP) Y~+1 of Yr 11 in rather restrictive situation where 0 is 
known and only fi is unknown, that is, 

Y~+I =x~+1Pw + v(8)' V(o)- 1(y-Xpw) , 

where Pw={X' V(8)- 1X}- 1X' V(8)- 1y. However we are interested in more realistic 
situation where both {} and fi are unknown. Therefore we construct a predictor 
Yr+1 which is calculated by the following procedure. At the first stage, we estimate 
{} from the simple least squares residuals, 

T-1 I T-1 
A A A ""2 
8= I; UtUto 1 I; Ut, 

t=I t=I 
(1.3) 

where Ut=Yt-x~P (t=l, 2, · · ·, T) and P=CX' X)- 1X'y. Then, by making use of (), 
we construct a predictor which is analogous to the BLUP, that is, 

Yr11 =x~-ttP:w+v(O)' V(8)- 1(u-XP:w), 

where ,8:w={X' V((J)- 1X}- 1X' V((J)- 1y. Here we note that y and() are not independent. 
The purpose of this note is to give an expansion up to 0(1/T) of prediction mean 
squared error (we call this a prediction error) for Yr+1 and to investigate the pro
perties of Yr+1· 

Baillie (1979) obtained the expansion of the prediction error for the predictor 
with estimated parameters when an error process is a realization of the finite or
der autoregressive process from the viewpoint of the maximum likelihood estima-
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tion. On the other hand, Toyooka (1982b) also obtained it when an error process 
has more general structure, that is, its variance-covariance matrix is described 
with finite structural parameters from the point of the generalized least squares 
estimation. But the latter assumed that the estimators of parameters involved in 
the error process were obtained by another observation and were independent of 
y. In this note, we treat the first-order autoregressive process as the error pro
cess, but we construct the estimator for the autoregressive parameter from the 
past observation y by (1. 3). Therefore, fJ is not independent of y and there is a 
certain correlation between the two. This correlation may affect the prediction 
error for our predictor. But it is shown in this paper that the expansion of the 
prediction error coincides with those given by Baillie (1979) and Toyooka (1982b) 
up to 0(1/T) and Baillie conjectured this proposition in his paper published in 1979. 
So this paper can be viewed as a mathematical refinement of it. Moreover Baillie 
(1981) treated the more general model such as the dynamic simultaneous equation 
model with vector autoregressive errors. 

In § 2, we prepare some lemmas due to Toyooka (1982b), (1982c), and give a 
stochastic expansion of Y~+1 -'YT+1· In § 3, we evaluate the expansion of the pre
diction error for our predictor and discuss a statistical implication of the expansion. 

§ 2 Stochastic Expansion of the Predictor 

We decompose the prediction error of our predictor into three terms in order 
to expand it up to 0(1/T). 

E(YT+1-YT+1)2 =E(YT+1-Y~1-1)2 +2E(YT+1-Y~+1)(Y~+1-'YT+1) 

+E(Y~+1-YT+1)2 • 

The difference between YT+1 and Y~+1 can be written as 

YT+1 -Y~+1 = {uT+1 -v(O)' V(o)- 1u} 

-{x~+1-v(O)'V(o)- 1X}(pw-/1). 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The first term is of Op(l) and the second term is of Op(l/v'T). Then it is suffi
cient to evaluate Y~+1 -YT+1 only up to Op(l/T) to obtain an expansion of the 
prediction error of YT+1· 

First we get the stochastic expansion of Y~+1 -'YT+1 by using the Taylor ex
pansion around 0 when we regard YT+1 as a function of an estimator fJ. 

Lemma 1 

Suppose that we get a consistent estimator 0 of 0 such that 0-0=0p(l/v'T). 
Under the model (1.1), a stochastic expansion of Y~+1-YT+1 is obtained as follows, 

- a 
Y~+1 -YT+1 = -(O-O)ao{v(O)' V(0)}- 1u 

-{x~+1 -v(O)' V(o)- 1X}CP10-fiw) 
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1 '"12 

--(IJ -0) 2 --%---{v(fJ)' V(o)- 1}u 
2 ufJ 2 

as T-+oo. 

Here we note that the stochastic expansion of Pw - Pw given by Toyooka (1982a) is 

Pw-Pw= -(0-0){X' V(o)- 1X}- 1X' :fJ V(o)- 1X(Pw-/3) 

+(O-O){X' V(o)- 1X}- 1X'~ V(Ot 1u ao 
+op(l/T) as T-+oo. 

Secondly we consider the stochastic expansion of &-0. Let &Ls be 

We decompose &-o into two terms, that is, 

(2.3) 

Two terms of (2. 3) are evaluated by the following two lemmas due to Toyooka 
(1982b), (1982c). 

Lemma 2 (Toyooka (1982c)) 

and 

T-1 

Z2=(X' Xt 1 ~ XtUt+l 
t=l 

T-1 

Za=(X'X)- 1 ~ Xt+1Ut. 
t=l 

Assume that there exist two matrices C(O) and C(l) such that 

1 T-1 

T f
1 
XtX~=C(O)+o(l) 

and 

1 T-1 

T t~I Xn1X~=C(l)+o(l) as T-+oo. 

Under the model(l .1), we get the following stochastic expansion, 
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A A 1-82 

8-0Ls = ---2 -Z:[{&C(O)+C(l)}Z1 -C(O)Z2-C(O)Zs]+op(l/T) 
a 

as T-+oo. 

Lemma 3 (Toyooka (1982c)) 

Under the model (1.1), we get the following stoschastic expansion 

1 ( 1-(}2 )2( 1 T-1 ) __ ( 1 T-1 a
2 

) 

-T -a-2 - VT- f1 Utct+1 VT T f1 u~- 1-02 

as T-+oo. 

Therefore we get the following stochastic expansion of 0-(}, 

IJ-O=a/vT +b/T+op(l/T) as T-+oo, 

where 

and 

1-(}2 1 T-1 

a=--2 - 1 T L: Uict11 
a v t=t 

Consequently we get the stochastic expansion up to Op(l/T) of y~ H -'Yr+1 as 
follows by using the stochastic expansion of 0-8 and Lemma 1, 

a a 
Y~+1-Yr+1 = - v T ao{v(O)' V(o)- 1}u 

__ b_~{v(O)' V(o)- 1}u 
T ao 

+ ;T{X~+1-v(8)' V(o)- 1X}{X' V(o)- 1X}- 1 
• 

X' :o V(Ot 1X{CPw-P)-u} 

+ ;T :o {v(O)' V(o)- 1}XCPw-P) 

as T-+oo. 
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The first term is of Op(l/-V T ), the terms from second to fifth are of Op(l/T) and 
the sixth term vanishes in this situation. 

§ 3. Expansion of Prediction Error 

We evaluate the prediction error of our predictor YT+ 1· The first term of 
(2.1) is the prediction error of the BLUP, and is 

E(Yr+ 1-y~1 1)2 = a2 +{x~+1 -v(fJ)' V(fJ)- 1 X}Cov(Pw) · 

{Xr+ 1-X' V(fJ)- 1v(fJ)} 

=a2 +(x~+ 1-fJx~)CovCPw)(Xr+1-0Xr). (3.1) 

In order to evaluate the second term of (2 .1), we write the first term of (2. 2) 
as follows, 

=.sr+1. 

Since .sr! 1 and u are mutually independent and all random variables in (2.4) are 
functions of u, 

E{(ur11-v(O)' V(o)- 1 u)(Y~+1-Yr+1)} =0. 

So the term of b in &-0 does not affect this expansion. We evaluate the predic
tion error up to 0(1/T). It is sufficient that we calculate the expectation of the 
product of the second term of (2. 2) and the first term of (2 .4). 

E[{x~ 11-v(O)' V(0)-1X}CP-,8) /r :o {v(O)' V(Ot 1}u J=o(l/T) 

as T-+co. 

Generally this term is 0(1/T) and if I) and y are mutually independent then this 
is trivially o(l/T) since the independence of a with u. But even if I) is constructed 
by u this term is o(l/T) because of the structure of v(O)' V(o)- 1 in the autoregres
sion. This very fact is essential in our discussion. Therefore the second term 
in (2 .1) is of o(l/T) and it does not contribute the evaluation of prediction error 
up to 0(1/T). 

Lastly we evaluate E(V~+1-'Yr+1)2 • The term which contributes the evaluation 
of E(Y~+1-Yr+1)2 up to 0(1/T) is only the expectation of the square of the first 
term of (2. 4). 

E[- a_ ~{v(O)' V(0)}- 1u]
2 

=_J_E(a2u2 ) 
~ -VT ao T r 

=_J_a2 +0(l/T 2
) 

T 

Hence we establish the following theorem. 
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Theorem 

Under the model (1.1), assume that there exist two matrices C(O) and C(l) such 
that as T -H>o 

1 T-1 

T t;
1 
XtX~=C(O)+o(l) 

and 

1 T-1 

T t'fi Xt+1X~=C(l)+o(l). 

Then as T-Hx>, 

E(Yr+1-Yr-11)2 =a2 +(x~, 1-0x~)Cov(fow)(Xr11-0xr) 

a2 
+-y+o(l/T). (3.2) 

Remark 

The second term of (3. 2) is the effect of the estimation of p and the third 
one of (3.2) is that of fJ. And this expansion is the same as that of Toyooka 
(1982b ). From the proof of the theorem, the expansion (3. 2) is valid as long as 
I) is so-called first-order efficient estimator of 0. In fact I) and the maximum like
lihood estimator I) M LE are BAN estimators. Though there is a difference in the 
second order expansion between {)and ()Mu:, there is no difference from the view
point of the prediction of YT+ 1 • But it seems that the higher order terms of the 
predictor Yr+i. higher than the term up to 0(1/T), depend on the choice of the 
estimator for fJ. On the other hand, in the estimation problem of p in (1. 2) 
Toyooka (1982c) discussed the second order comparisons of the risk matrices of 
the simple least squares estimator with the generalized least squares estimator 
and with the maximum likelihood estimator for p. It showed that the maximum 
likelihood estimator can be viewed as a generalized least squares estimator and 
that the risk matrix of the generalized least squares estimator does not depend 
on the choice of the estimators for () up to 0(1/T2) as long as the estimator is 
BAN estimator. In this sense our result is a prediction version of Toyooka (1982c). 
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